
An open letter to the PM as
he  crafts  his  general
election agenda

Rishi Sunak

By David Fellows

In this open letter the author proposes an election agenda
dominated by levelling-up, NHS and Zero-Carbon met from a
programme of public spending reductions. He sees a need for
this to be explained by an honest evaluation of the challenges
facing Government.

Dear Rishi,

It  seems  to  me  that  the  coming  general  election  must  be
regarded as the start of a new era: post financial crisis,
post Brexit, post Covid, post supply chain disruption, post
outbreak of the Ukraine war, post inflation explosion, post
Corbyn & Johnson. This clearly requires a courageous agenda as
we approach a somewhat more stable (excluding Ukraine) yet
challenging domestic and international landscape.
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Your  new  Government  must  be  ambitious,  rigorous  and
transparent in constructing the way forward. We require a
Government  pro  innovation,  productivity  and  regional
opportunity; pro personal responsibility and smaller state;
pro  advice  above  regulation;  and  more  communicative  about
problems and possibilities. This challenging requirement plays
to your technocratic strengths – embrace it, speak up and move
quickly.

So  far  as  the  middle-class  millenarian  campaigners  are
concerned, the more level-headed majority want a government
that can stand up to them where it counts.

Internationally  the  way  forward  must  include  increased
national resilience and partnership development where this is
mutually  beneficial.  Sooner  or  later,  this  will  include
improved relations with the EU and US, accepting that marginal
improvements may be all there are available right now without
offering  unreasonable  concessions.  In  this  respect  the
decision to rejoin Horizon is a mystery to me, it has not been
properly explained and the terms are bewildering. You must do
better.

We  need  a  narrative  that  embraces  all  this  and  gives  us
confidence for the future. 

Levelling-up encapsulates the lack of tangible concern by the
political class over past decades. There is a yawning deficit
in economic opportunity in the regions compared to that in the
Greater  South  East.  People  in  the  regions  need  feasible
solutions that address this through a substantial programme of
investment  and  collaboration  involving  development  tax
incentives,  training,  innovative  technologies  and
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infrastructure.  The  current  political  mindset  is  far  too
London-centric as my analysis of then Levelling Up White Paper
demonstrated. This cannot continue. If you do not understand
the insistent need for leveling-up, a phrase invented by BJ
but a concept long embedded in the regional DNA, then frankly
you are adrift.

If the levelling-up ambition is ever to succeed in practice
then  staunch  and  continuous  Government  leadership  is
essential. Local government and other local institutions will
never have the heft to lead a real revolution although they
are  clearly  vital  ingredients.  Collaboration  between  major
public sector organisations is limited by the determination of
all parties to retain discretion over important matters for
which they are held responsible. Metropolitan authorities have
limited powers leaving their leadership role hanging by a
thread.

Constant cries from industry to allow local politicians to
take charge are immediately followed by demands for action on
issues for which Government holds the key. Any intention of
real  change  requires  continuously  active
ministerial involvement to build the regional offering and
demands true collaboration between players, including greater
cooperation and shared learning within the business sector
together with more rigorous thinking about the shortcomings of
public and private sector relationships hitherto.

The  Government’s  failure  to  give  due  support  to  regional
development over decades has almost by default put enormous
emphasis  on  London  and  the  quality  of  life  of  ordinary
Londoners has suffered. Housing provision has been disastrous.
Inner  London,  with  some  exceptions,  has  been  demonstrably
failed by the public sector. Levelling up is the first step in
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redressing this unhelpful London bias allowing the quality of
life throughout the country to be improved step by step.

Looking at other issues, the NHS is simply too monolithic
while  internal  communication  and  coordination  can  be
appalling. It now requires the challenge of an alternative
model based on universal healthcare principles. I suggest a
dual system of state and private provision with the latter
largely  funded  through  an  insurance  system,  as  I  have
previously  advocated.  The  state  would  then  be  one  option
within a diverse provider model that would develop through
operational  experience  and  user  demand.   Basic  personal
coverage within the system would be mandatory and personal
taxation would reflect the choices made.

Zero  carbon  timescales  are  unrealistic  and  becoming
detrimental to everyday decision-taking. The cost of electric
vehicles,  shortage  of  charging  points,  deficiencies  of
national grid infrastructure and power generation now require
firm  deadlines  to  be  translated  into  softer  and  longer
timescales.  Further  technological  breakthroughs  and
comprehensive cost analysis will determine the nature of the
initial net-zero platform. At this stage options for power
generation  and  end-user  technology  need  further  work  if
abortive costs, perhaps crippling burdens, are to be avoided
at state and personal level. Locally-determined ULEZ charging
zones are part of an emerging left wing economic disruption
narrative and should be prohibited. Only Government-enacted
regulatory and penalty systems should be permitted.

The  limited  extent  of  house  building  is  an  injustice  to
younger people of child-bearing age, a threat to the country’s
economy and destructive to local communities that do so much
heavy lifting that otherwise falls on an overburdened state.
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With  this  in  mind,  local  authority  discretion  to  refuse
planning permission for housing must be reduced, the scope for
building on greenbelt land must be increased and the land bank
practices of major developers must be scrutinised and reformed
as necessary. It is no good observing the preferences of the
traditional voting base if the result is national destruction.
Some hard truths need to be told. This may lose the support of
some but gain respect and possibly support elsewhere.

Whether political leaders are gregarious, eloquent or rich
(none could be said to be of limited means), I suggest that in
the coming election it matters less to the electorate than
their integrity, their willingness to engage openly with the
electorate  on  key  issues,  the  quality  of  their  team  and,
crucially, what they seem able and willing to deliver for the
individual voter and the country at large. Not every voter
will forensically examine these issues but many will and their
conclusions will filter through.

With this in mind, why not bring the levelling-up agenda back
into  the  Cabinet  Office  with  you  accepting  personal
responsibility for vision, oversight and cohesion. It would be
a major commitment but as the election approaches it would
signal  that  you  put  fairness  of  opportunity  and  a  shared
national prosperity at the heart of your mission. Having made
my case for the levelling-up perhaps I can go one step further
and suggest that where there is deemed to be an overwhelming
case for technological research and development based in the
Greater  South  East  then  this  should  be  linked  with
institutions  and  businesses  in  the  regions.

Also commit to social imperatives that are not on substantial
fiscal support, particularly private sector house-building and
the inclusion of the private health sector as a full partner



in the NHS family.

On the international stage, trade and security must be clearly
at the forefront. Perhaps international development, outside
the bounds of humanitarian aid, could be targeted mainly at
existing  and  potential  trading  partners  in  the  developing
world  with  support  centred  around  in-country  governance
arrangements  and  partnership  development  involving  UK
businesses and technological institutions (even catapults). I
am not suggesting that some of this does not happen already
but that it could be a much more prominent focus of the
development offer.

Any substantial programme of public investment in economic
growth must be financed in the short term by increased public
service efficiency and the elimination of ineffective service
provision  leading  subsequently  to  self-funding  through
increased tax revenues. Hard choices are clearly required for
both initial service reductions and investment priorities.

The next election will find many issues vying for attention. A
selective offer delivered with straightforward honesty is now
required that demonstrates your vision and for our future
prosperity. Clarity about key roles in developing the future
vision could be helpful too.

Regards, DF

PS: I’m always creating to-do lists and perhaps I could offer
a few thoughts in this vein



Levelling-up and self-reliance:

Demand  substantial  contributions  from  regional
universities, technology institutes and catapults – of a
scale and ambition to make a significant difference
Devolve Govt departments much more extensively
Support  development  of  new  technology  to  facilitate
greater  productivity  for  domestic  industries  eg:
agriculture;  product  design,  testing  and  development;
digital technology
Employ  tax  incentives  to  encourage  investment  in
regional development hubs for new product development
and productivity improvements
Commit ministerial support to facilitate institutional
cohesion at regional level

Public spending:

Set 3 year targets for departmental cost reductions
Reduce  services that lack value; improve administrative
efficiency; and reduce regulations, making it harder for
ministers to create them (none of this is ever done
well)
Seek advice from the NAO. Hold departments responsible.

National health services:

Announce  the  intention  to  develop  a  twin  track
(public/private  sector)  universal  National  Health
Service  with  the  private  component  being  largely
insurance-based including the option of providing both
private medical schools and university hospitals



Allow  cross-contracting  for  service  delivery  between
public and private sectors
Allow  private  sector  to  adopt  a  variety  of
configurations for primary and secondary care.
Call for outline proposals from public and prospective
private sector partners
Design  a  supportive  tax  allowance  package  for  those
wishing to take the private health option
Learn from others

Carbon reduction:

Scrap  all  net  zero  deadlines  and  replace  with  more
realistic targets for key proposals
Monitor  and  evaluate  the  emergence  of  innovations
worldwide, encourage domestic innovation, stimulate the
creation of viable net zero industries and support them

David Fellows worked extensively in UK local government, was a
leader  in  the  use  of  digital  communication  in  UK  public
service  and  became  President  of  the  Society  of  Municipal
Treasurers. He was subsequently an advisor on local government
reform in the UK Cabinet Office and an international advisor
to the South African National Treasury. He is a director of
PFMConnect, a public financial management consultancy, and a
regular commentator on public financial management issues at
home and abroad.



A  general  election  campaign
shortlist

Rishi Sunak, United Kingdom Prime Minister

By David Fellows

Achieving the PM’s five priorities for 2023 will not win the
general election although, having committed to them, failure
to deliver will surely finish him. Raising the corporation tax
in the next budget would also be destructive. But people do
understand  that  resolving  the  complex  problems  facing  the
country is crucial to their wellbeing and the PM’s abilities
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to master detail and strategy are seen as relevant to this
task. His families’ wealth is no major stumbling block.

The real question is whether the PM has the character and
communication skills to confront the issues and provide the
leadership that will deliver a future to be proud of.

I suggest the PM has five major issues to address convincingly
and that he must start immediately.

1. Economic growth (reference in five priorities speech too
limited and must be revisited)

Productivity improvements to improve wages, address the
labour shortage, provide the profits for investment and
create higher tax revenue to finance tax incentives,
infrastructure  development,  tax  rate  reductions  and
necessary levels of social provision.
Investment in technology and innovation incentivised by
tax allowances is an important aspect of a productive
ecology. Added to this a simplified tax code and reform
of tax administration is critical for small businesses
and self-employed, it is even important to enable larger
companies to be motivated by the tax incentives that are
available to them.
Government procurement could be used more proactively by
giving advance notice of likely opportunities, engaging
with  suppliers  on  product  design  and  tender  process
development  and  supporting  the  development  of  small
businesses.
The levelling-up agenda should be reduced to its basic
form of regional economic development which is the basis
of  almost  all  forms  of  regional  prosperity.  It  is
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essential that the hitherto enormous preference shown to
the London, Oxford and Cambridge area is redressed. This
must  include  including  special  tax  incentives  for
business investment in the regions and for collaborative
ventures between nearby businesses, greater investment
by higher education institutions in support for regional
businesses  (including  inward  investment  in  new
technology), greater availability of specialist start-up
incubators  and  greater  concentrations  of  advanced
technology  centres  working  in  partnership  with  local
businesses.
Higher and further education should be seen primarily as
providing  the  route  to  a  good  life,  an  interesting
occupation and the use of innate skills. The cost of a
university  education  is  outrageous  compared  to  the
benefits in most cases and the debt represents a barrier
to  home  ownership,  family  life  and  community
development.  Universities  must  become  more  closely
aligned  with  national  economic  priorities.  Similarly,
further  education  must  reach  out  to  employers  and
employees  to  an  extent  that  has  so  far  eluded  most
institutions. The contribution that this sector should
play in the field of innovation and business development
lies far from current experience. The private sector
should also be challenged to match this with its own
efforts to improve skill transfer and mutual support
within business specialisms.  
Business regulation must be overhauled to attract and
incentivise  private  sector  businesses.  This  requires
careful prioritisation and cooperation between business
sectors and Government. Clearly much groundwork has been
done and must be followed through.

I have dealt with these issues elsewhere in greater depth.
Amongst other things it should be regarded as a programme of
national  resilience  that  emphatically  embraces  agriculture.
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The issues are given impetus by the need for a robust response
to the US Inflation Reduction Act.

2. Green energy

Realism is urgently required about the speed and direction of
the  green  energy  revolution.  There  are  more  friends  than
enemies to be won by softening some of the shorter timescales
and some of the specifics. Realistic solutions are required to
shared ambitions. There is also an urgent need to prevent
arbitrary local regulations and penalties, including road use
charges for carbon emitting vehicles. Any such practices must
be  confined  to  nation-wide  schemes  to  facilitate  ease  of
travel and trade throughout the country.

3. Housing and families

The scope for local authorities to refuse planning permissions
for  housing  must  be  reduced,  time  taken  for  allowable
interventions must also be limited. The scope for building on
greenbelt land should be increased. Government cannot continue
to wash its hands of this vital issue and MPs intending to
fight  the  next  election  must  accept  a  firm  approach.
Admittedly this requires a reversal of policy but it is a
matter of economic and social good sense. To do otherwise
would be an affront to the younger generation. This goes hand
in hand with the urgent need for refinements to childcare
regulations.

4.  The  structure,  character  and  management  of  the  civil
service
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The  civil  service  lacks  modern  corporate  accountability.
Officials  can  too  easily  assert  departmental  policy  and
 standards leaving unwary politicians powerless. The perpetual
whirligig of ministerial change does not help this situation.
The current internal battle being waged with the Secretary of
State for Justice could be read as a struggle for departmental
control and has serious implications for the UK’s current
constitutional arrangements. Reform is urgently required, a
manifesto commitment is necessary to provide a mandate. It
could just become a strong issue for this PM.

5. NHS reform 

I do not suggest offering specifics for NHS reformas there is
insufficient time before the next general election for the
research and development required. Instead there should be a
clear promise to give prominence in the new parliament to the
challenges facing the NHS and approaches adopted by other
first rate healthcare systems around the world. This would
result in a white paper introducing an incremental reform
package that would repair NHS deficiencies whilst giving it
space to breathe by encouraging a larger role for alternative
forms of provision.

This  agenda  is  designed  to  confront  serious  national
challenges and reassure the electorate that beneficial changes
will  ensue.  Without  a  platform  that  allows  the  PM  to
demonstrate the relevance of his strengths the Opposition may
find itself in power without having detailed a single major
policy change. Now that could result in ‘chaos’.

David Fellows worked extensively in UK local government, was a
leader  in  the  use  of  digital  communication  in  UK  public
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service  and  became  President  of  the  Society  of  Municipal
Treasurers. He was subsequently an advisor on local government
reform in the UK Cabinet Office and an international advisor
to the South African National Treasury. He is a director of
PFMConnect, a public financial management consultancy, and a
regular commentator on issues of public policy and finance at
home and abroad.

Levelling-up  White  Paper
commentary: Time to deliver
By David Fellows

The WP sets out a decade long programme of UK public service
development for the whole of the UK. It is presented under
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four headings:

Empowering  Local  Leaders  and  Communities  (extending
combined  authorities  and  mayoral  capacity  to  secure
local economic and physical improvement)
Improving Productivity, Pay, Jobs and Living Standards
(promoting  innovation  and  growth  in  areas  of  low
productivity and limited job opportunities including new
institutes of technology, upgrading local transport and
road maintenance)
Spreading  Opportunities  and  Improving  Public  Services
(school,  hospital  and  institutes  of  technology
developments)
Restoring Local Pride (home energy improvement schemes,
community development and neighbourhood appearance)

The WP makes clear that funding for these activities, some of
which are already in progress, is to be delivered through 26
different funding mechanisms (some references imply there may
be more).

It has been argued that the need for levelling-up is based on
a post-war bias in public funding toward London and the South
East reaching up to Oxford and Cambridge. This geography is
variously referred to as ‘The Golden Triangle’ or ‘The Greater
South East’. I and others have remarked on this bias over the
past  few  years,  including  the  right  of  centre  think  tank
‘Onward’ that has produced a series of very useful studies.
There  can  be  little  doubt  that  the  Golden  Triangle  has
received project funding from Government on less demanding
standards  than  has  been  applied  elsewhere  and  on  a  very
regular basis. It is clear that the quantum of funding awarded
to  this  area,  augmented  by  its  frequent  selection  as  the
preferred location for flagship initiatives, could not have



failed to provide it with an enviable diversity of employment,
huge economic impetus, and considerable prosperity compared to
that of the outlying regions.

I would argue that over the past 30 years it became accepted
thinking  that  the  scientific,  medical,  technological  and
financial  service  developments  within  The  Golden  Triangle
would carry the rest of the country and that the regions were
heading  towards  inevitable  decline.  The  banking  crisis  of
2007-8 may have accelerated this situation but I suggest that
this  assumption  was  implicit  decades  earlier.  The
apprenticeship programmes and regional development initiatives
that were launched in this period had neither the funding, the
richness of concept nor the facilitating heft to do much more
than provide token comfort despite the best efforts of some
ministers involved.

The  WP  demonstrates  that  UK  regions  outside  the  Golden
Triangle  have  below  average  gross  disposable  income  and
productivity  levels  compared  to  the  UK  as  a  whole.  In
addition,  the  UK’s  second-tier  cities  lag  both  other
countries’ second-tier cities, and the UK’s national average,
suggesting a significant under-performance to their potential.

Strikingly  the  WP  not  only  demonstrates  that  the  Golden
Triangle has been afforded a huge economic advantage over the
rest of the UK but that this is so baked-in that massive
infrastructure  developments  currently  in  train  will  ensure
that this advantage inevitably increases over the next decade.
Despite the levelling -up funding earmarked for the regions
the WP indicates that during this period on current standing
London will receive 58% of the UK’s development funding, with
the Golden Triangle receiving over 61% in total. In summary,
the reported sums are, as follows:



This summary presents the costed  regional data contained in
the final pages of the WP plus the numbers of new hospitals
(H) and institutes of technology (IT). The WP summary also
includes other uncosted references to schemes that apply
broadly to all local areas, including: additional police,
Kickstart  jobs,  the  furlough  retention  scheme,  new
apprenticeships  and  giga  broadband  coverage.
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Some particularly welcome features of the proposals

I welcome the decade long timeframe adopted in the WP although
several  decades  will  probably  be  required  to  evidence
sustainable improvements. I also applaud the commitment to
adopting a rigorous approach to performance measurement and
transparency that will test the delivery and effectiveness of
the programme and help create a system of accountability. This
task must be seen as the starting point for a process of
continuous learning and improvement.



Overall the WP provides an astonishingly honest account of the
need for fundamental change to the way the UK perceives itself
politically,  economically  and  administratively.  A  cohesive
alignment of special talent at political and administrative
levels is now required to take advantage of this impressive
start.

A  generally  supportive  approach  by  the  commentariat  would
extremely helpful but the Government should assume that it
must  bear  the  weight  of  public  messaging  to  build
understanding and participation a development process that is
bound to have both highlights and disappointments.

Some suggestions

There  are  many  aspects  of  the  WP  that  seem  to  demand
refinement and in some cases radical revision, as would be
expected  given  the  extensive  nature  of  the  Government’s
vision, including:

Setting the scene. There is some bewilderment expressed
in the opening chapter of the WP as to how the UK came
to experience such powerful and persistent disparities
between areas of the country compared to experiences
elsewhere. In places there tends to be an argument that
these  disparities  are  equally  felt  across  the  UK,
including London. Frankly, I can only attribute London’s
internal  disparities  to  an  astonishing  failure  of
sophistication  by  those  responsible  for  guiding  the
immense power of the London economy. I feel that the
professed astonishment should have been at least partly
mitigated by an explanation of the bias in public policy
and that has favoured the Golden Triangle for so long.



This acknowledgement can be inferred but should be more
evident.

It is important for society at large, politicians (national
and  local)  and  civil  servants  to  understand  that  past
preferment  must  cease,  that  a  line  has  been  drawn.

Digestibility. There appears to be considerable overlap
between the four programme aspects and given that the
coverage of the overall programme is so extensive there
is a good case for dividing it operationally into two
distinct segments.

Driving regional business growth through: innovation and1.
product development leading to improved productivity and
business expansion; improved communication, and shared
learning within the business community; more extensive
linkages  between  the  business  community,  universities
and other relevant institutions (existing and new); and
closer working between Government, local government and
other business support organisations (see my previous
paper on these issues[1]); and
Providing  a  fairer  distribution  of  public  services2.
reflecting other local needs and conditions throughout
the UK. There will be inevitable overlaps between these
two  aspects  of  the  WP  not  least  relating  to
infrastructure  but  it  is  important  to  identify  and
design  specific  initiatives  around  the  predominant
drivers if public money is to be spent effectively and
in a timely manner. It must also be understood that
success in (1) will reduce the imbalances in health,
social and environmental outcomes relevant to (2) and
without  success  in  (1)  investment  in  (2)  will  be
dissipated.



Transparency and review will undoubtedly raise many issues
causing constant refinement to the approach and this is to be
welcomed as and when it occurs.

The funding programme nightmare. The WP demonstrates the
confusion of funding sources that besets any attempt to
make change across a broad, interrelated swathe of UK
public  service.  In  theory  the  approach  places  all
funding  proposals  for  the  whole  country  on  a  level
playing field but we know that the level playing field
is warped and ignored at will. It is a system by which
administrators play a game which only they can ever hope
to understand and importantly it acts as a protection
against criticism of their decisions. What really needs
attention  are  the  outcomes  and  the  way  in  which
performance targets are set. The more complex the system
the  less  honest  the  results.  Adopt  simpler,  more
flexible  funding  mechanisms  with  clearer  performance
metrics and an emphasis on the often forgotten outcomes.

A  democratic  sea  change.  The  prominence  given  to
executive  mayors  tends  more  to  a  sea  change  than  a
refinement. At present elected mayors and city regions
have  limited  powers  with  mayors  acting  as  local
convenors. The WP proposes some significant additional
funding being available that should assist their powers
of persuasion (depending on the fine details of the
‘Empowering  Leaders’  funding).  It  is,  however,
interesting  that  levelling-up  discussion  is  usually
conducted in the context of regional development, as
reflected in the WP summary but the detail on the ground
and  in  the  Empowerment  section  concern  much  smaller
areas.



Surely a regional view is a more practical proposition. Does
not  the  fragmentation  of  the  regions  for  the  purpose  of
economic development make them more obscure and complex to
business,  therefore,  less  inviting?  Is  this  not  why  the
Northern Power House and West Midlands engine were given such
extensive catchment areas?

Post-war local government reform has been a nightmare and
further attempts to impose nation-wide change is probably a
step too far but regional mayors with extensive executive
powers  directed  at  economic  regeneration  could  be  highly
beneficial to this agenda. They could work in collaboration
with a system of local consultative councils that also had
responsibility for community services. This would fit more the
direction of travel than the current complexity of personnel,
titles, powers and local exceptions. It would make the regions
more comparable  in scale to London and offer a simpler local
structure on which the interactions between so many different
parties  must  take  place  if  this  vital  project  it  to  be
successful.  

Departmentalism. A similar point could be made about the
civil service. Its model is pre-war, virtually nineteen
century, when individual departments maintained a near
independent existence. Neither the Cabinet Office nor No
10 is really in charge. Combining these two central
vehicles seems essential but it does not mean that they
will necessarily have more coordinating power or have
more rights of accountability over departments. The WP
brilliantly shows the interconnectedness of a visionary,
transformative  programme.  What  it  really  needs  is  a
civil  service  that  can  be  coordinated  and  held  to
account internally in a managerial sense. It also needs
ministers  that  are  not  temporary  post-holders  but
seasoned political leaders in their field, expected to



serve a full parliamentary term and perhaps longer, who
can become properly acquainted with their brief, their
department and those in the wider world with whom their
department does business.

Central meets local. It is clear that local politicians
want local control. Which politician doesn’t want power
you  might  say?  But  central  politicians  want  local
control too, why is this? Locals do know the lay of the
land, have planning responsibilities and lots of people
on the ground who provide useful support services. Even
so,  Government  holds  many  of  the  cards,  including
special tax and loan schemes, huge Government spending
programmes (both routine and research), better control
over the shape of higher and further education than
local  decision-takers,  primacy  over  regulation  (and
deregulation) and more influence over inward investment.
Is the Government hedging against failure or does it
assume that funding mechanisms and behind the scenes arm
twisting  will provide control without responsibility?
The game as proposed is too big to be so coy.

There needs to be a more thorough discussion of what the
Government will bring to the table and how it will be involved
given the enormity of the proposition. Regional directors will
simply  not  cut  it  for  this  scale  of  programming.  For  a
programme of this complexity a minister and official of deputy
permanent secretary level needs to be assigned to each region
however the programmes are to be configured. They would work
with regional leaders, use their clout inside Government and
Whitehall and work in tandem with local politicians on deals
with major business partners. This takes into account that
business investors may need to be convinced that local and
central  decision-takers  are  united  in  their  ambition  and
evidently willing to work together over the long-term with



mutual respect. More needs to be said on this in the next
stage.

The  private  sector  invitation.  Apart  from  seeking
general private sector responses to the WP it could be
helpful to invite thoughts on the feasibility of some
specific issues: the deepening of business to business
collaboration; the development of interrelated areas of
expertise whether on a national or local basis;  the
development  of  local  supply  chains  for  specific
products;  and  opportunities  for  the  creation  or
advancement  of  distinctive  regional  business
specialisms. Also thoughts on the means by which closer
working  relationships  could  be  developed  between
business and the education sector including institutes
of technology, further education colleges and university
departments in order to drive innovation and knowledge
transfer and the likely benefits from proposed changes.
Specific  comments  could  also  be  invited  on  new  or
improved ways in which the wider public sector could
help facilitate such developments.

The London plan. There needs to be a plan for aligning
the  development  of  the  Golden  Triangle  with  the
development model for the regions to facilitate a viable
public spending space and a more balance growth model.
The pandemic increased the practice of home working but
initial signs of this practice were evident in London
long before. Nevertheless its acceleration has caused
havoc  to  the  business  models  of  public  and  private
service  providers.  This  time  consequences  must  be
thought through.  The social return, particularly to
London, must be tangible and properly planned with any
detrimental  factors  identified  and  mitigated  wherever
possible. To deny the need for this requirement is to



deny the intention to succeed.

Final thoughts

Is there really a need to do something this radical? In a
sense the genie escaped the bottle at the last election when
the memorable ‘levelling-up’ term was widely used to such good
effect. The term cristalised the insistent need for change in
the regions.

The possibility of diluting the concept must be tempting.
There is no blueprint for success. Parallels with reforms in
other  countries  can  be  drawn  but  practice  is  rarely
transferrable at scale although lessons must always be sought
and applied where possible. Beneficiaries of past preferment
will  inevitably  express  misgivings  at  the  loss  of  their
special place in Government affections and some will mount
outright opposition to meaningful change.

Even  so,  this  massive  initiative  is  both  necessary  and
appropriate to the present time, particularly in the context
of the need to achieve post-pandemic renewal, demonstrate the
full advantages of Brexit and deliver manifesto pledges. So
the case for change can nolonger be evaded. The programme must
now  be  explained,  developed,  defended  and  executed  with
irresistible determination.

Since this was first written there have been two changes of
PM. The current PM’s position on this putative agenda is by no
means clear. I suggest that there would be an immense feeling
of  betrayal  in  the  regions  if  a  decision  was  taken  to
effectively downplay the prospect of regional change that has



been created and a return to an economic model based on the
greater  South  East.  It  could  be  seen  as  the  denial  of
nationhood by the Conservative Party. The jury is out and the
signs do not look encouraging.
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institutional discrimination)

Posted by David Fellows

ABSTRACT This paper updates an earlier paper ‘Levelling-up
through economic growth (a business strategy for the regions)’
published in April this year that examined the nature of the
Prime Minister’s levelling-up commitment. This paper suggests
that  for  the  past  four  decades  most  UK  regions  have
experienced deliberate and destructive economic neglect of the
regions  at  the  hands  of  successive  Governments.  This  has
provided  the  fiscal  and  organisational  space  for  colossal
public sector investment in London, the South East and East of
England, the physical and spiritual home of the political,
media, financial and academic elite.

The paper argues that this reprehensible situation should be
addressed  through  a  process  of  regionally-based  business-
centred development grounded in a clearly defined UK growth
model derived from innovation and growth theory.  The paper
exemplifies a series of policies that could be deployed to
redress the current situation arguing that Government vision
and  leadership  are  essential  to  success.  It  notes  that
arguments are already being mounted in favour of maintaining
the status quo.

https://blog-pfmconnect.com/levelling-up-opportunity-for-future-generations/


1. Introduction

In his speech to the Conservative Party conference last year
the PM affirmed his intention ‘to spread opportunity more
widely and fairly’ and this was reiterated in the Conservative
manifesto that referred to ‘levelling-up every part of the UK,
investing in our great towns and cities, as well as rural and
coastal areas’.

Since the general election the PM has repeatedly acknowledged
his commitment to levelling-up the regions with particular
reference to Brexit and Covid-19. Under the heading ‘Levelling
up’  the  March  2020  Budget  asserts  the  need  to  ‘raise
productivity  and  growth  in  all  nations  and  regions  for
everyone,  addressing  disparities  in  economic  and  social
outcomes’.  The  Integrated  Review  prioritises  ‘levelling  up
opportunity and doing more to share the benefits of economic
growth across the UK’, so too the white paper ‘Build Back
Better: our plan for growth’. The freeport bidding process
also references levelling-up although it is not specifically
targeted at areas outside London and the South East.

This  is  a  hugely  challenging  time  politically  and
economically,  importantly,  it  is  also  a  time  of  cultural
change when values are being challenged. It is a time when an
inclusive vision for the regions could be seriously addressed.
If levelling-up is to become a reality it has to be more than
a tag applied to any initiative applicable to the regions. A
properly  articulated  strategy  is  urgently  required  for
consultation or the moment will have past.

This short paper examines the traditional bias against public



sector  investment  in  the  regions,  rehearses  the  case  for
levelling-up and suggests some of the key features required in
any serious programme of reform.

2. The challenge of levelling-up

Revisiting an established settlement will always pose severe
difficulties in the face of opposition from those who may
regard themselves as being on the losing side and it would be
delusional to assume that some will not always see themselves
in this light whatever the circumstances. It is important
therefore to be clear about the purpose, viability and the
fairness of any new settlement.  A process of consultation
would  inform  public  views  on  these  issues,  help  refine
Government vision and improve the means of delivery.

It is worth considering the concept of levelling-up in terms
of current socio-economic challenges facing the country and
the regions: the narrowing of employment opportunities in the
regions that often fail to fit the skill sets, interests and
monetary ambitions of regional communities compared to London
and the South East; the consequent exodus of talent from the
regions  leaving  behind  increasingly  vulnerable  communities;
and the resulting cycle of regional economic decline making
public  and  private  investment  an  increasingly  improbable
option.

As UK manufacturing halved in the late twentieth and early
twenty  first  centuries  (GVA)  the  UK’s  strong  economic
performance relative to other European countries lay with the
financial services industry located mainly in London and the
South East (Gudgin & Coutts 2015[1]). In terms of the current



distribution of national prosperity, a recent House of Commons
briefing paper[2] presents the GDP per head for the devolved
administrations  and  English  regions.  The  astonishing  fact
emerges  that  London’s  value  is  £54,700;  the  South  East
£34,100; and the remainder are all below the national average,
mainly in the range £30,100 to £25,900 with the exception of
the North East £23,600 & Wales £23,900. It is a crude but
interesting comparison.  

Apart from the extremely wealthy, London too presents immense
problems for many of its inhabitants. The housing crisis is
borne of a concentration of employment driving intense demand
for accommodation compounded by the shortage of viable sites,
planning system failings and political inertia.  It is also
worth considering the cost and risks of continuing to develop
the already congested and expensive London infrastructure.

The City, media presence, plethora of major cultural venues,
senior  law  courts,  a  host  of  vastly  resourced  academic
institutions, Whitehall and Parliament together constitute a
vast  centralised  and  powerful  lobby  for  the  status  quo.
Demands  for  improvements  in  quality  of  life  for  ordinary
people find their way into the margins of political agendas
but  the  real  answer  requires  a  full  scale  rebalancing  of
economic and social realities within the country.

In his thought-provoking paper ‘Brexit and the British growth
model’[3] Christopher Bickerton traces the breakdown of the
British socio-economic compact and asserts the need for a new
social settlement in Britain. The current Government could be
seen to adopt a similar view.

The March 2021 budget makes reference to levelling-up when it
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itemises infrastructure spending of £650bn up to 2024-5 for
roads, railways, communications, schools, hospitals and power
networks across the UK. Other recent announcements suggest
further use of existing grant funding mechanisms. A close-
ended  capital  expenditure  commitment  could  suit  Treasury
spending controls but a clear diagnosis and well-articulated
recovery path is surely needed before scarce resources are
deployed in a rush to limit the analysis and identify the
feasible.

Levelling-up may be an urgent project but this does not mean
that the manner of its creation is unimportant, quite the
opposite.

3. The aggressive discrimination of
previous Governments

In this section the charge of regional neglect is explored in
greater detail by reference to a set of papers produced by the
Onward group composed of Conservative MPs and centre-right
thinkers who are seeking to inform the development of the
Prime Minister’s levelling-up agenda.

The Onward papers form a hugely creditable piece of work that
illuminates the way in which governments of all stripes have
deliberately deployed vast national resources to energise the
economy and academic life of London and surrounding areas
entailing the negation of the life chances for a majority of
the  population  in  outlying  regions.  The  papers  clearly
identify institutional discrimination within Governments, the
civil service and amongst the great and good who have occupied



the bodies responsible for franking the decisions that have
guided the country’s progress. Extracts from this work are set
out below.

The London preference[4] London is the only English region to
consistently receive higher per capita spending across all of
the growth-enhancing categories of: transport (nearly three
times  the  average  for  the  rest  of  England);  research  and
development (nearly twice the national average); affordable
housing (five times the national average); culture (five times
the national average).

In  2013  the  National  Audit  Office  reported  a  tendency  to
prioritise London even at the expense of projects with better
returns elsewhere in the UK.

The  Treasury  Green  Book  that  determines  the  criteria  for
spending approvals gives higher weighting to areas that are
already highly productive, reinforcing their advantage. The
discretion allowed in recent times for less productive regions
is  vague  and  has  not  had  a  significant  impact  on  the
distribution of funding approvals. It is also unclear how the
dramatic  improvement  on  well-being  derived  from  gaining
employment is taken into account by the Green Book process.

Half  of  UK  university  funding  is  devoted  to  London
Universities,  Oxford  and  Cambridge  (the  repeated  area  of
preference throughout the papers).

Balancing life chances and prosperity[5] In the past twenty
years the London economy has grown by 25%, accompanied by a
significant  Southern  shift  in  population.  In  contrast,



deindustrialisation of the North and Midlands in the late
twentieth century led to a relative decline in GDP that has
never been reversed. In London 45% of pupils on free school
meals progressed to higher education in 2018-19 which exceeded
the proportion of pupils not eligible for free schools meals
that progress to higher education in eighty local authorities
outside London.

In Germany only 2% of the population live in areas where
incomes are at least 20% below the national average whereas in
the UK 24% of the population live in such areas.

The innovation scandal[6] The UK has the highest interregional
productivity gap of the developed world. Outside London 80% of
the subregions have a GDP lower than the EU average.

The UK has fewer R&D intensive areas than the OECD average.
All the higher subregions are located in London, the South
East and the East of England (London, Oxford, Cambridge). The
gap between the UK’s most and least R&D intensive quartiles is
more than twice that of Germany, Italy or Spain. The UK’s
lagging regions are more dependent on private sector R&D than
comparable countries.

Between  2017  and  2020  £264m  in  grants  were  awarded  to
Artificial Intelligence and Data Economy projects of which 79%
was  awarded  to  projects  in  Inner  London,  East  Anglia,
Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxford. No other region got
more  than  2%.  The  Satellite  Application  Catapult  in
Oxfordshire  accounts  for  26%  of  this  budget  alone.

London has received 60% of the funding from the Small Business



Research Initiative since 2009. London received 25% of the
pandemic small business funding. All this despite just 7.6% of
business-funded R&D expenditure being incurred in the London
area. London received approximately half the funding (£3.4bn)
from the Enterprise Initiative scheme and the Seed Enterprise
investment scheme, five times the entire funding for the three
regions of the North of England while the South East received
an additional £1.36bn.

72% of R&D intensive jobs over the past decade were in London,
Oxford  and  Cambridge  (having  only  20%  of  the  national
population). The increase in employment in R&D is largely
confined to this area and it received 61% of tax credits,
enjoying  a  higher  proportion  of  tax  credits  relative  to
private sector investment than other parts of the country.

The UK shows an advantage internationally in pure research but
others are better at translating R&D into patents. UK funding
is more heavily weighted to (pure) research than industrial
development compared to the USA and Asia. Only 13% of funding
goes to later phase development compared to 45% in the USA.
55% of R&D funding is allocated to UK universities compared to
33% in USA, 43% in Japan and 33% in Asia. The UK’s share of
patents worldwide is falling. The rate of patent growth in the

UK  is  higher  in  the  less  R&D  intensive  regions4.  It  is
interesting to note that, as Andy Haldane mentioned recently,
Northumberland  University  is  currently  the  UK  university
leader in patent development[4].

International studies find positive correlations between R&D
spending and business  productivity but this does not apply to
the  UK  unless  the  treatment  of  London  is  excluded  from
consideration. Coastal areas in the UK do not tend to have R&D



intensive industries.

Inward investment options[5]  The UK has traditionally been a
major  target  for  foreign  investors  and  is  regarded  as  a
relatively easy place to do business. It offers City of London
services, effective legal processes, a relatively efficient
bureaucracy, a tendency toward lighter regulation, rule of law
and an excellent academic infrastructure. Despite the current
freeport  initiative  the  UK  does  not  have  a  formal  inward
investment incentive package although incentives are offered
occasionally. This compares poorly to other G20 countries that
provide  direct  grants,  tax  incentives  (personal  and
corporate),  regulation  exemptions  and  investment  promotion
agencies.

Singapore  offers  tax  deductions  and  subsidies  for
international  investment.  Japan  offers  funding  to  support
reshoring. Sweden offers tax relief for international experts.
USA encourages inward investment with 250 Foreign Trade Zones
and 500 sub-zones offering tax credits, loans and guarantees
at  state  level;  federal  SME,  rural  and  general  purpose
agencies  offer  loans  and  loan  guarantees;  there  are  also
federal sector-specific incentives (eg tax credits for semi-
conductor  production).  This  is  a  field  that  is  becoming
increasingly competitive and the UK’s status as a primary
location for foreign investors is clearly under threat.

4.  Innovation,  productivity  and
growth

Innovation and growth theory has a history stretching back for



more than 70 years although it has not yet had a particularly
significant  impact  on  UK  public  policy  despite  the
revolutionary effects of technological change on all forms of
business  over  that  period.  Nevertheless  the  levelling  up
agenda, coupled with the current drive for renewable energy
and a reduced carbon footprint provides an opportunity for
further consideration.

As major new businesses have emerged in the USA over the past
two decades, particularly in the digital technology and bio-
engineering  sectors,  Europe  has  seen  a  less  revolutionary
experience  with  Germany  successfully  doubling  down  on
engineering  while  the  UK,  having  produced  a  multitude  of
innovative start-ups, has seen them quickly sold off, often to
companies  in  the  USA.  In  effect,  the  USA’s  pro-business
culture has been the stand-out innovative winner with hardly a
shot being fired by its business rivals.  

In her thesis[9] for the Adam Smith Business School of Glasgow
University Nasira Bradley reviews the literature and starts to
subject innovation and growth theory to rigorous statistical
analysis. This raises the prospect of a more consolidated
theory of business development and productivity and offers a
potentially  pivotal  contribution  to  UK  Government  business
development  policy  in  the  context  of  the  levelling-up
commitment  and  the  UK’s  post-Covid  economic  recovery.

General  drivers  of  innovation  Bradley  tests  the  various
theoretical  drivers  of  innovation  for  efficacy  against
business turnover using the EU Community Innovation Survey
(based on the OECD Oslo Manual definitions[10]). This leads to
some interesting distinctions between primary and secondary
drivers and firms of various sizes, maturity and ownership.
Primary drivers related to firm size are identified: (i) small



firms gain from skilled human capital and university contact;
(ii) medium sized firms gain from the factors in (i) and
contact with government research establishments (see comments
on  Germany  below);  and  (iii)  larger  firms  gain  from  the
factors in (i), from public funding and co-development with
suppliers.  Skilled  labour  and  university  contact  prove
effective drivers throughout these various business segments.
It  could  be  said  that  they  provide  the  basics  of  modern
business  development.  R&D  investment  is  identified  as  a
secondary driver.

Technology Gudgin & Coutts [11] contend that R&D spending is
essential  to  the  development  of  science-based  sectors
including  pharmaceuticals,  aerospace  and  electronics  and
observe that the UK has the OECD’s only recorded long-term
decline in business R&D as a percentage of GDP.

Jones[12]  points  to  the  critical  role  that  government-led
innovation investment has had on the development of major
technology-based  industries  in  the  UK,  USA  and  elsewhere.
Mazzacuto[13] reflects on the huge impact of US Government
entrepreneurship,  particularly  the  DARPA  Programme,  in
supporting  research  that  brings  together  multi-agency
personnel to research and develop innovative applications that
would probably prove discouraging to the more risk averse
venture capital market. She notes the tepid approach evidenced
by  UK  Government  in  this  field  and  advocates  a  more
adventurous spirit if the UK is to gain a footing in new areas
offering  the  prospect  of  commercial  dominance.  The  recent
Government  Bill[14]  to  ‘create  a  high  risk,  high  reward
research agency’ (ARIA) is intended to ‘push boundaries in
search of new discoveries’ and could be seen as response to
this challenge.

http://blog-pfmconnect.com/wp-admin/post.php?post=3437&action=edit#_ftnref6
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Christensen[15] lays emphasis on the insights that founders
bring to young innovative businesses, often using existing
technologies that the firm rapidly develops once the market
provides good use for the innovative offering. This could
explain Bradley’s finding that R&D is a secondary driver of
innovation, placing the entrepreneur as the instigator with
R&D  investment  improving  the  potential  of  innovative
commercial  applications.

Perhaps  Christensen  offers  the  more  common  case  whereas
innovation  based  on  advanced  science  should  be  seen  as  a
special case that applies in some fields on some occasions.
Electronics and digital technology are certainly represented
in both approaches.

A  recent  Policy  Exchange  paper[16]  reflects  on  the
Government’s intention to bring forward the ARIAL programme.
The paper offers a contribution by David Willetts that ends:
‘Britain’s problem is that we need to do better at turning
science into innovation … to do that we need to be clear about
what exactly is the problem we are trying to solve. And I
think that is the challenge of promoting the development and
application of key technologies.’ This could be seen as a call
to establish earlier relationships between relevant industries
and  scientists  working  in  universities  and  Government
institutions engaged in the development of key technologies.
Perhaps this should also be viewed in reverse, whereby greater
efforts should be made to identify early stage industrial
innovations and expose them to relevant emerging technologies.

Research  institutes  Bradley’s  review  of  the  literature  on
German industry suggests that government research institutes
provide knowledge transfer and research benefits to medium
sized firms that they could not otherwise afford and that



public funding often appears to bridge the gap between the
cost of borrowing and the internal rate of return required for
viable investment. Industry-wide linkages aid the diffusion of
knowledge within Germany.

Agtmael and Bakker’s review of innovation[17] in the US and EU
also suggests that a great strength of the German (Fraunhofer)
technology institute system is the way in which it brings
together academics and businesses working side by side on a
variety of projects. This close working offers opportunities
for shared learning and interdisciplinary collaboration that
does not trespass on commercial advantage, indeed it may lead
to new commercial partnerships.

Independent  firms  Christensen  is  a  strong  advocate  of
independent  firms  that  are  small  enough  to  bring  an
appropriate cost base and culture required for the development
of new products in an emerging marketplace. Mayer[18] supports
this claiming that ‘the decline of the UK as a major economic

power in the 20thcentury (compared to) the rise of Germany,
Japan and the USA (was) associated with the persistence of
family block holdings’.

Bradley’s work confirms that independence is a major factor in
the  growth  of  innovative  firms,  the  longer  they  remain
independent the more innovative they become and the more they
grow. Independent here means that the firm remains largely in
the hands of its initial owners with external parties holding
no  more  than  a  25%  stake.  The  early  sale  of  independent
innovative  firms  is,  therefore,  detrimental  to  their
transformation into major modern enterprises. Interestingly,
Bradley finds that independent innovative firms benefit from
lower rates of corporation tax although the tax does not seem



to inhibit the growth of other firms.

Despite the growth benefits of independence, Bradley notes how
few UK independent firms have grown into major corporations,
having  sold  out  at  an  early  stage  of  development.  This
reflects  poorly  on  UK  practice  where  early  sale  is
commonplace.

Larger firms – productivity and regulation Bradley asserts
that larger firms have higher productivity than smaller firms,
possibly  because  of  the  sectors  they  work  in  or  possibly
because of their higher revenues relative to overheads. EU
SMEs  account  for  70%  of  the  workforce  but  only  60%  of
production  (ECB Bulletin 2013[19]). A recent IMF paper on
rising corporate market power[20] offers a caution on this
finding suggesting that mergers and acquisitions by dominant
firms ultimately contribute to declining business dynamism and
economic growth.

The IMF paper concedes that larger firms tend to be more
productive initially but as they become hard to compete with,
for example, because they entrench their market positions by
acquiring other firms, they ‘could become less innovative over
time  and  also  discourage  their  (current  and  potential)
competitors from innovating too’. The IMF, therefore, urges
Governments to enforce both merger controls and prohibitions
on  the  abuse  of  dominant  positions.  Data  portability  and
interoperability of systems is also becoming important for
similar reasons.

Venture capital Bradley finds that both innovative and non-
innovative firms benefit from venture capital although this is
apparently not the case with independent firms. Agtmael and



Bakker  make  a  potentially  telling  point  that  smaller
developing firms find that venture capital providers are too
risk averse to support this cohort leaving the field to the
vagaries  of  crowd  funding,  successful  entrepreneurs  turned
business ‘angels’ or public authorities who have the vision to
establish business hubs to promote emerging businesses. The
recent closure of many high street banks and, even before
that, the gradual elimination of locally made bank lending
decisions,  has  greatly  reduced  the  UK  banking  system’s
exposure to SMEs thereby creating funding problems for small
independent firms. Bradley agrees with Agtmael and Bakker that
venture capitalists may not be comfortable with independent
firms, effectively denying them of the means to grow, although
UK  entrepreneurs  may  simply  prefer  to  sell  rather  than
develop.

UK Policy development There seems to be a clear and urgent
need for Government to construct an evidence-based picture of
business development in the UK, identifying policies that both
help revitalise the business sector and secure the levelling-
up agenda. Such a review would extend across the whole of
government, producing a coherent plan that employs initiatives
that are effective, specific and affordable rather than broad
and unsustainable over the necessary time-scale.  The review
would  include  consideration  of  relationships  between
innovation and pure research; the seeming lack of fit between
investment  capital  providers  and  emerging  independent
innovative  firms;  the  supportive  relationships  existing
between  emerging  innovative  firms,  the  wider  business
community  and  universities;  and  the  more  general  cultural
characteristics of innovative businesses in the UK.



5. The need for a British growth
model

Current innovation and growth theory identifies themes that
can be incorporated in British business development policy as
exemplified in the next section but practices elsewhere may
not  always  be  easily  incorporated  precisely  into  the  UK
experience.

The German Fraunhofer Institute system, for instance, may be
regarded as a difficult fit with the UK’s university sector.
Nevertheless,  the  combination  of  the  London  Bioscience
Innovation Centre sponsored by the London Development Agency
and the Francis Crick Institute sponsored, amongst others, by
the Medical Research Council offers a British example. So do
the  seven  High  Vale  Manufacturing  Centres  (HVMC)  or
‘Catapults’ offering various specialisms and located in the
regions that bring together academic and industry specialists
working with businesses to innovative products and processes.
UK  trade  groups,  also  meet  to  explore  new  industrial
techniques and emerging problems and such practices could no
doubt be extended.

The issues are, therefore, of relevance and ease of engagement
(whether, say, with an appropriate university department or
HVMC), particularly for the time-poor SME. Is there clarity
about what is needed, are potential beneficiaries aware of
what is already available, are the right facilities available
in the right place, is the system actively inclusive? A report
by the ERA Foundation[21] suggests that a review of local
industry  strategies  could  give  answers  to  some  of  these
questions. The UK has clearly started at the wrong end of the
spectrum, it is now necessary to accept the scale of the task
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required to achieve a more satisfactory position.  

The German commitment to vocational training presents another
point of variance. Agtmael and Bakker reflect on the respect
for  vocational  development  in  the  German  manufacturing
tradition.  They  report  that  postgraduate  entrants  to
industrial environments are included in vocational training
programmes and that college and firm work closely together to
ensure that employees receive appropriate skill training up to
a very high level throughout their careers.

The white paper Skills for Jobs[22] represents a commitment to
improve the quality and status of vocational training in the
UK. It reads as though the focus is more on training and
qualifications than forging a collaboration between employer,
college and employee to achieve relevance to the workplace.
Can practical skills be properly acquired without emersion in
the workplace environment? European working culture tends to
value stability of employment and the poaching of employees is
discouraged.  The  white  paper  offers  transferability  of
employment during training as a key selling point.

The research suggests significance in the readiness of UK
business founders to relinquish ownership of their businesses
compared to the prevalence of longer term family ownership in
Germany.  The  mutual  support  between  firms  within  business
sectors, albeit not necessarily direct competitors, is another
key difference between the two systems. The latter is clearly
more feasible in a stable ownership system where trust can be
developed over time. Should these differences be accepted or
does the UK Government have a role in at least questioning
cultural  practices  and  facilitate  further  consideration  of
business community behaviour?



The funding of emerging firms presents a challenge. In part,
the  German  institute  system  helps  mitigate  the  need  for
development  capital.  The  research  suggests  that  the
availability  of  development  capital  can  be  a  significant
hurdle  for  emerging  British  firms.  The  UK  Government  has
recently established the British Business Bank[23]. This is
less a bank and more a portal for various private sector
business advisors and venture capital providers working within
Government guidelines. A bank should learn about its clients
and develop its offering accordingly but Government could lack
the  necessary  feedback  given  the  current  model.  Both
Government and client will be limited by how intermediaries
choose to execute their roles. This is not a development bank
as one might expect, it could be seen simply as a means of
disengagement by Government.

The  UK’s  annual  university  R&D  Research  and  Innovation
Programme and defence R&D investment amount to almost £10bn.
This dwarfs the current intentions for the ARIA programme of
£220m a year. How does the UK shape these larger R&D budgets
so that, working in conjunction with the R&D resources of the
private sector, it may make the greatest impact on business
innovation, productivity and growth? Perhaps there should be a
twin  track  approach,  part  Government-identified  research
programme developed in close collaboration with UK businesses
and part a willingness to invest behind a business or business
sector that is already making demonstrable progress with some
form of innovation. Whatever the chosen approaches, the firm
must be front and centre not the late-comer for whom the menu
choices have been pre-selected.

Every  country  has  its  unique  culture  and  institutions
necessitating a unique development path. A simple switch from
one culture to another is rarely possible and few systems are
ideal  in  themselves.  The  UK  must  learn  from  others  but



ultimately  it  must  find  its  own  way  of  using  innovation
drivers  to  achieve  growth  and  prosperity.  This  must  be  a
collaborative  process  involving  Government,  business,
specialist research institutions and academia, each element
being a loose collection of constituent parts with diverse
objectives. The Government’s recent white paper Build Back
Better: our plan for growth[24] is the traditional shopping
list, subsequent discussion needs to identify the effective
means by which aspiration becomes reality.

The underlying assumption of what follows in this paper is
that  the  necessary  approach  to  levelling-up  should  be  a
process of regionally-based business development supported by
a raft of Government measures. The consequent economic growth
will  then  support  self-sustaining  communities  that  do  not
require disproportionate amounts of state aid to provide the
trappings of physical regeneration that belie the reality of
lived experience.

Some serious modifications to UK practices are long overdue
and many of them rest in Government hands. Producing the right
set  of  measures  across  so  many  fields  with  so  many
stakeholders will be no easy matter but there can be little
doubt  that  Government  must  acknowledge  its  pivotal
responsibilities. Should the Government fail to provide the
necessary  vision  and  leadership  then  there  will  still  be
individual  successes  but  the  economy  will  seriously
underperform  and  the  levelling-up  project  will  fail.

6. Elements of reform

The proposition set out above suggests that the most effective



way for the Government to approach its commitment to level up
the regions would be for it to adopt a programme of long-term
public service interventions undertaken in collaboration with
the  business  sector  and  designed  to  stimulate  regional
economic development. It would be formulated with a consistent
focus  on  business  innovation  leading  to  productivity
improvements  and  growth.  By  careful  and  well  informed
programme design it is possible that the solution may rest
more  on  insight,  collaboration,  reallocation  of  existing
funding  priorities  and  long-termism  than  huge  public
investment.  Some  examples  are  outlined  below.

Personal development

One  of  the  critical  lessons  from  Bradley’s  study  is  that
skilled human capital is one of only two drivers of innovation
that are effective across all businesses. The development of
skilled human capital starts in many cases with the final two
years  of  schooling  followed  by  a  university  or  technical
college education (see below). It is imperative however that
the  process  does  not  end  there.  In-service  training  is
essential.  Project  work  can  be  assigned  to  achieve  both
business outcomes and personal development. Formal mentoring
by an experienced colleague can provide know-how and provide
internal  and  external  contacts.  Enlightened  managerial
oversight towards career path development, progress assessment
and personal encouragement can be invaluable.

This process is clearly best suited to continued employment
over a lengthy period. Both employee and employer value the
learning  process  that  delivers  the  capacity  to  recognise
opportunities to innovate, leading to improved productivity
and growth. Such intuitive leaps are a combination of innate
ability and the history of personal development for which the



individual and the firm are equally responsible.

Higher and further education

Universities  are  also  a  driver  of  innovation  across  all
businesses. They provide knowledgeable graduates equipped with
key  skills,  in-service  training,  joint  ventures,  guidance
relevant to new fields of work and research to extend chosen
development pathways. University start-ups, spin-offs and IP
development  can  all  facilitate  business  growth.  Innovative
businesses need a revolving door to academic expertise and R&D
programmes must be structured to encourage this. There are a
whole series of relationships here that should be reviewed and
probably improved.  

Technical  colleges  must  reach  out  to  shape  the  training
experience around the needs of local employers and training
input must be life-long. Learning partnerships between college
and business offer a vital contribution to the development of
workforce skills to a high level. If the UK is to revive its
industrial base to any significant extent then this education
sector must be revisited, training must be more extensive,
links  with  firms  much  closer  and  steps  must  be  taken  to
develop a more collegiate approach between firms in industries
with similar training requirements.

Universities  must  see  themselves  as  key  facilitators  of
business  growth  and  regional  development.   Intensive,
interdisciplinary  working  between  universities,  HVMCs   and
other national R&D institutions is imperative and university
research funding should be skewed to business relevance with
priority afforded to regional business linkage. At best, the
aim  should  be  to  encourage  teams  working  on  projects  in



similar fields to share experiences and expertise, and to
collaborate  on  business  ventures.  Where  common  interests
apply,  established  firms  should  be  encouraged  to  offer
emerging firms partnership working, mentoring, and financial
support.

If a genuinely national approach is to be adopted then some
new R&D centres must be formed in areas without substantial
recent modern business development experience. Experience in
South East Asia and USA suggest that this is feasible if there
is the intent. 

Networking

To-date there has been a tendency to establish business parks
and industrial estates to help with infrastructure planning
and  cost-effective  roll-out.  Without  discounting  the
development of business parks it is clearly important to focus
more  specifically  on  the  siting  of  businesses  in  similar
industries  around  centres  of  research  and  expertise  to
facilitate  technology  development  and  transfer.  Locating
similar emerging businesses in dedicated business hubs could
be  highly  relevant.  Research  suggests  that  benefits  could
accrue from encouraging collaboration between larger firms and
their suppliers.

Benefits could also be derived from experimenting with the
development  of  standing  conferences  of  multidisciplinary
sector-specific  businesses,  HVMCs,  universities  and  other
research institutions to exchange knowledge and prepare for
future business ventures.



A  general  theme  in  this  section  is  that  in  all  respects
networking between commercial interests and universities must
improve significantly if the UK is to recover ground lost in
the many commercial applications of science and technology on
which  regional  recovery  most  clearly  depends.  Government
clearly  has  a  major  role  to  play  in  facilitating  this
transformation.

Ownership and capital culture

If being an independent firm and remaining independent for as
long as possible is the key driver of innovative capacity then
it is important that firms should be encouraged and enabled to
remain independent.

A dual share system allowing initial owners to retain a degree
of control while enabling a wider pool of investors to reap
financial benefits should find a champion in Government. A
properly  constituted  regional  development  bank  could  be
granted  powers  to  offer  loans,  equity  investment,  loan
guarantees or interest support depending on the nature and
size of company and proposed investment. An extensive network
of technology development centres could help support emerging
businesses and reduce their dependence on development capital.

Improved protection from foreign and hostile acquisitions and
from the more subtle abuses of dominant market positions are
important.  Regrettably  the  foreign  takeover  provisions
contained in the National Security and Investment Bill seem to
have been lobbied into retreat.

New thinking on issues in this section should be informed by a



review of the cultural and institutional factors affecting the
behaviour of independent firms.

Taxation, loans, guarantees, grants, regulations and inward
investment agencies

Enterprise zones should be used to target special business
incentives,  including  (some  or  all):  exemptions  from
corporation tax for a range of expenses (including extensive
R&D  credits);  shorter  capital  write-off  periods;  NI
exemptions;  reduced  corporation  tax  rates;  extended  tax
payment regimes; loans; loan guarantees and grants. Freeports
should  be  eligible  for  these  benefits  as  well  as  customs
exemptions  although  there  is  a  strong  case  for  assigning
specific  purposes  to  freeports  to  enable  satisfactory
oversight of their activities. The effects of such measures
would be monitored and shaped according to effectiveness.

In return for special tax benefits or capital support (as
referred  to  above)  the  Government  may  wish  to  take  a
shareholding or a golden share preventing sale and relocation
without  permission.  There  is  a  view  that  such  protection
dissuades investment nevertheless it would seem a justifiable
option in return for state support and commercial advantages.

Regulation of the business sector must be kept under serious
review, be responsive to industry advice. Statutory approvals
must be avoided where possible, make minimum demands, apply
reasonable fee scales, be readily accessible and operate on an
efficient basis.

A national foreign direct investment incentive scheme should



be developed with special provisions for enterprise zone and
freeports. This should take account of the need to reshore a
measure  of  production  to  improve  national  resilience  and
reduce  the  carbon  footprint,  including  the  agricultural
sector.  This  should  be  supported  by  regional  foreign
investment agencies with strong local connections including
board membership. They would seek inward investment interest,
prepare  incentive  packages,  facilitate  land  assembly  (with
others as necessary) and provide introductions to relevant
regional institutions and key personnel.

A programme of reshoring must take account of the need for
innovative  production  processes  to  accommodate  the  UK’s
relatively  high  cost  economy  and  the  possible  capital
provision  required.

Infrastructure

Infrastructure is often discussed in terms of gigantic road,
rail, power supply and infrastructure programmes but if the
task is to increase business activity in the regions then the
specific needs of attracting and retaining business may well
involve  a  mix  of  infrastructure  components  facilitating
linkages  both  within  and  between  regions.  The  design  and
prioritisation  of  infrastructure  development  may  look  very
different depending on the businesses involved.

The impact of Covid-19 on long-term work habits is not yet
clear but changes could be quite radical.  The infrastructure
demands of existing regional businesses and households and the
consequences of changes much further afield must be assessed:
changed traffic flows could ease road and rail congestion;
greater homeworking could change the locations and timing of



power supply requirements and internet bandwidth demands could
be affected in many different ways. The impact of changed
conditions and possible additional demands of new businesses
require consideration across the utilities. More joined up and
agile operational responses must be developed to accommodate
the possibility of changing requirements.

A similarly responsive approach is also required from public
and  private  sector  providers  of  the  social  infrastructure
consequent on regional economic development.

Government as client

It is essential that UK Government bases its own technology
and manufacturing needs on UK businesses wherever possible to
support  the  growth  of  a  vibrant  UK  business  culture,
particularly in the regions, through a dependable nucleus of
demand for innovative products.

The Government should ensure that all departments appreciate
the responsibility they bear for developing and managing its
British-first policy as a facet of UK business development.
Government departments must be required to ensure familiarity
with British suppliers, provide them with a good understanding
of  relevant  operational  circumstances  and  review  current
offerings  with  them  identifying  problematic  and  beneficial
aspects.

All suppliers who offer evidence of good competence should
have a reasonable expectation of winning bids at some level
that will enable them to gain a better understanding of the
Government client and provide the client with the opportunity



of  making  an  operational  assessment  of  the  supplier’s
potential. Tendering processes should not contain expectations
of  supplier-side  drafting  that  could  only  reasonably  be
expected  from  a  seasoned  supplier.  In  part,  Government
contracting  should  be  seen  as  contributing  to  business
development where the contractor appears capable of reaching
the necessary standard.

The Government procurement policy must embrace start-ups and
small companies including those in technical fields. Special
effort must be made to reach out to new companies that show
real  intent,  imagination  and  the  capacity  to  develop.
Additionally, Government contracts are not always seen as the
most attractive position and failure to connect may constitute
a lost opportunity for both parties[25].  

Independent supplier surveys should be undertaken to explore
tendering  and  contracting  experiences  and  thorough  reviews
should be undertaken of the way departments handle suppliers
both  in  the  tendering  and  contracting  elements  of  the
relationship. Results of such surveys should be made public.

If  it  is  intended  to  make  Government  a  more  approachable
client then it is important to ensure that the rules governing
the involvement of civil servants, ministers and advisors are
transparent and prevent personal gain. This will not safeguard
the system from poor performance by some new entrants to the
Government  market  place.  It  is  unacceptable,  however,  to
minimise  that  risk  simply  by  shielding  client-side  actors
behind an exclusive club of major names.

Government as entrepreneur



The Government’s role as client and facilitator is aligned to
numerous  innovative  fields,  such  as:  healthcare;  renewable
energy; digital technology and military aircraft [26]. Other
fields are moving into new phases of innovation of relevance
to the UK including agriculture.

US-style  multi-agency,  business-linked  research  and
development programmes such as DARPA offer major commercial
opportunities  and  are  gaining  prominence  in  the  UK.  The
Government  has  established  a  number  of  business  focused
research programmes, most recently the ARIA initiative. It
must be accepted that there will be failures but American
experience has also demonstrated success. The key shortcomings
of such programmes can include being too focused on academic
interests and limited in the choice of institutional partners.

Innovation  is  not,  however,  wholly  or  mainly  prompted  by
research programmes. Recognition should be afforded to the
many  innovative  developments  that  were  based  on  proven
technology used in new ways, then subjected to repeated cycles
of  product  development.  In  normal  circumstances  the
Government’s role as entrepreneur should be alert to the R&D
support needs of product development once initial products or
services have gained traction rather than attempt to dictate
the course of business innovation. Special care should be
taken to support the needs of emerging businesses.

Where Government as client is about to embark on a major
spending  programme  that  offers  product  development
opportunities  or  cannot  be  accommodated  by  existing  UK
suppliers then Government must be forward thinking, signal its
intentions  and  lay  the  groundwork  for  an  appropriate  UK
business response using the various levers discussed.
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A recent review by Kundu, James and Rigley[27] suggests a
consensus  over  the  importance  of  public  procurement  in
promoting  innovation  and  technological  development.  It
cautions, however, that public procurement as an innovation
policy tool has only been applied in a few countries and a few
contexts. Furthermore, the academic literature on the subject
rarely addresses questions of impact. This emphasises the need
for Government to evaluate impact and undertake continuous
development of the methods used.

Government as employer

Government  should  devolve  whole  departments  and  major
divisions of departments to the regions. This is not just a
matter  of  exiling  low  skill  jobs  to  the  regions  but  of
relocating  senior  management  and  ministers  to  improve
Government perceptions of regional circumstances and signify
the arrival of national rather than London government. In the
new  digitally-connected  world  most  central  decision-taking
could be undertaken from regional locations. Some steps are in
progress, much more is required.

7.  Conclusion  &  Summary  of
Recommendations

It seems inexcusable that so much funding has been channeled
into the economic and social development of a relatively small
proportion of the population living in London, the South East
and East of England. This has even led to perceptions by some
in  these  highly  prosperous  areas  that  they  alone  are
unreasonably shouldering the burden of the feckless in other



less productive and undeserving regions.

In practice the regions suffer from a high proportion of more
limited, less well remunerated job opportunities resulting in
unfulfilled lives and communities that are increasingly less
vibrant  and  self-supporting  given  the  continuous  loss  of
talent to London and the South East.

This  paper  points  to  recent  studies  of  innovation,
productivity  and  growth  that  offer  direction  for  the
levelling-up  agenda.  They  help  identify  structural  and
cultural  challenges  that  must  be  addressed  if  successful
outcomes are to be achieved.

Universities  and  technical  colleges  must  be  encouraged  to
forge ever stronger working relationships with local business
communities. There must be effective support for emerging,
rapidly developing and independent companies. Anti-competitive
behaviour of all kinds must be discouraged.

The central message of this paper is that levelling-up must be
business-focused to equip regional communities with the skills
and resources to lead a more fulfilled lives in increasingly
stimulating  environments  which  they  individually  and
collectively  develop.  To  generate  the  necessary  business
response that speaks to local potential, support packages must
be tailored to local circumstances. As such, they must be
created in collaboration local institutions that own the local
vision and are held accountable for its execution.

The primary purpose of Government funded R&D in science and
technology  over  the  next  decade  should  be  UK  industrial



development  devised  and  undertaken  in  a  process  of
collaboration  between  Government,  universities,  HMVCs  and,
where appropriate, new specialist technology  institutes. The
traditional  bias  against  regionally-based  Government  funded
R&D must be emphatically reversed. This agenda must not be
subverted  into  a  campaign  for  increased  funding  for  pure
research or for the benefit of the traditionally preferred
institutions.

Beyond  R&D,  regional  location  should  become  a  prime
requirement for special business incentive schemes, including
those  targeted  at  inward  investment.  Infrastructure
improvements both between and within regions are an adjunct to
this, not the primary objective.

As client, Government should engage with UK businesses at an
early stage when developing its requirements for new products
and services. Procurement processes should not be unreasonably
exclusive  by  virtue  of  their  cost  and  general  demands.
Government should make particular efforts to include emerging
UK businesses and those new to the Government marketplace in
its routine procurement activities.

The regional commitment should be emphasised by relocating
most of Whitehall to the regions, using digital technology to
make Government a modern networked operation.

Government must remain at the heart of this agenda, it cannot
simply announce a string of isolated initiatives and walk
away.  The  coherent  packaging  of  measures,  the  use  and
development of governance arrangements and the contributions
to be made by Government departments will all require the
oversight and supportive power of Government at the highest



level if this immense enterprise is to succeed.

8. End Word

Levelling-up  the  regions  is  a  long  overdue  vision.  It
recognises a national obligation to communities that have been
left behind. The forthcoming White Paper must contain a long-
term, wide-ranging and imaginative plan for levelling-up the
regions based on business development. A response of this
nature .

The vision requires tremendous energy and commitment in the
face of vested interests that will inevitably resist. If it is
to  be  accomplished  then  the  PM  must  play  a  key  role  in
ensuring that his commitment remains intact, his vision is
fully developed, the Government’s framework for action is fit
for purpose and that implementation is relentless. It is time
to move from slogan to delivery.
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